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Chapter 1 
ON THE COMPUTATIONAL MODELING 
OF HUMAN VISION 
.Jacob Beck: Boston Univcrs.ity 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The computationa.l approach to human VISIOn had it.H origin in the 
ninetecnth-cQntury algebraic formulas for predicting perceived h11c from 
the spectral energy distribution [5:1L perceived shes a.nd shapes from 
retinal si;r,e:::; and shapes [5:~]: perceived depth from the disparity of the 
ima.ges in the left and right eyes [l.I:!L a.nd perceived brightness from 
simple luminance distr'd}ntions [:34: 55: 76]. VisuaJ problems hJVolving 
image structure such as the perceived lightness of an unevenly illumi-
mttcd wall that n1rves in span!: the recognition of shapes a.IHl patten1s: 
and the perceived spa,tia.llayo11t. of objects were not easily solved ma.th-
ema.tica.lly. Algorithms for t11cse more complex prohlenw have evolved 
w.ith the use of the compntcr for visual modeling. These models: how-
ever\ often assmne restricted and ecologic.a.lJy unrealistic coJHlitions. 
The rema.rka.bl<) Jlex.ibility and effectiveness of hmnan vision poses a. 
challenge to machine vision. A motivation for research on Il(:ura! lld-
\vorks .is the belief that the power of lnnnan vision can be achieved by 
using a.n architecture a.nd processes that functiolla.lly rnimic those uti-
Jlzcd in biological visimL 'J'hough recognizing that tlw cliaracteristics 
of biological vision and their efficient implmnentat.i011 are interdepen-
dent: this chapter focuses on three characteristics of human vision that I 
believe Ulld(:rlie its nnHsual cff'edivcness: rather than on how these cha.r-
a.cteristlcs can best lw implem<-mt.cd. H.oscnfcld [100] posed the question: 
VVhy is the effectiveness of machine visi011 so limited in comparison to 
the remarkable success of biological vision? He conjectured that one 
reason for the success of biologica.l vision is its application of nnJltiple 
processes to the information (_~xtra.cted from image;.;. A second reason 
tl1at he suggested is tlw genera.tim1 of mult.iple represent.a.tions designed 
for specj-fic tasks. A third factor that I believe to be important is t.ha.t. 
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perception is a function of multiple information sources. I examine the 
role of these factors in lmman vision in the perception of lightness: visual 
segrega.t,lon: and the perception of transparency. 
2. ONE-STAGE THEORIES 
l'vhlltiple processing stages and intera.ctions are a striking characteris-
tic of higher biological vision. Neurophysiological studies i11dica.te tha.t 
Uwrc a.re many visual a.rea.s that encode properties of visual stimuli over 
varying-size areas of the visual field [68]. Psychophysical studies re-
vea.l intna.ctio11S betwe(;n the perceptions of color: shape: space a.nd mo-
tion (88]. Despite the neurophysiological and psychophysical evidence 
tha.t perception involves interactio11S among multiple processes: there 
l1a.s been a. consistent attempt to simplify the problem by formulating 
one-stage computational U1eorics. Helmholtz [5:1]: Koff'ka. [72L <:md Gib-
son [41.] represent three differing theoreticaJ a.pproa.clws but arc alike 
in fornw.lizi11g vision as a one-stage promss. For Helmholtz [5a]: per-
cepts result from inferential-like processes based on the infonnatio11 pro-
vided by cues. Cues are the meanings a.tta.ched to stimuli a.cquired in 
the c<nJJ'SC of phylogenetic or ontogenetic development. Bayesian visim1 
algorithms are coJJtempora.ry formula.tioJlS of the 1-Ielmholt:;;;ia.n compu-
\aliomli point of view [:J!J]. Kofflm [72] hypothesized tlJ<tt perception 
is to be (:xpla.ined in terms of a.n ''energy field:) which takes into ac-
count the total ~:d.imnh1s situation and tends towaJ·d a global minimum. 
Algorithms in which vision _problems are matlwma.tically formula.ted as 
minimi;~,;-l.ticm problems are representative of this computational point 
of view [9:1]. For Gibson [111); as with Helmholtz: perception is a J'nnc-
tion of information. Information: however: .is conveyed by wha.t J1e called 
higher-order variables: Spatial and temporal patterns oJ'stimulaticm that 
specify information about the environme11L Gibson [112] \Vrote: "For ev-
my aspect or property of the phenomenal world ... there is a variable 
of tlw energy flux at [the] receptors, however complex: \Vit.h \vhich the 
phenomena.] property would correspond ... )) . Perception involves either 
innate or learned responses to stimulus invariants. The computational 
vision problem reduces to a lookup table. 
J\loilllonos aJHI Rosenfeld [iJ] describe progress in the computational 
modeling of human v.ision ~ince .1970. In the early J97(rs: machine visio11 
systems employed a Helmholtz-like one-stage computationa.] ;.tpproaclJ 
using ''high--leveP lmowleclge a.hout a see-n<\ in conjunction with ':]ow-
leveP' cues to account for perception. These systems quickly proved 
inadequate. Researchers then turned to a mult.i::;ta.ge approach) mod ding 
low-level: mid-level and high~level visual m_ochdcs. However: this too 
did not lead to the development of a successful machine vision system. 
Aloimonos a.nd 1\.osenfe'ld suggest that all active rather than a passive 
observer must be modeled. For an active observer: many mathematically 
ill-posed vision problems (e.g. 1 sl1ape from sha.ding) become well-poS{\d 
a.nd a.llow for a. unique solution (sec Table .I in [-1]). Though motion-
produced stinmlation provides many more stimulus invariants [4~~]: it is 
doubtful whether the difficulties in modeling human vision are solely due 
to not adequately ta.Jdng into account available stimulus information [56]. 
An alternative possibility is that human vision evolved representations 
and processes designed to accomplish pa.rticula.r tasks [a]. Vision: for 
example: may create several representations of space: which may range 
from pure 2D representations to pure 3D representa.tions. S1)ace ma.y 
further be coded for catching or picking up objects (e.g.: far space: nea.r 
space: a.nd space near limbs) as well a.s in terms of spatial layout [52 1 8~~]. 
lvlultiple processes: chtta.n~presenta.tions: and sources of informa.Uon may 
be the bases for the l1ighly adaptive Ilatureofperception and the reasons 
for the difficulties in fonnula.ti11g mathem.atica.l or computer algorithms. 
3. MULTIPLE PROCESSES: PERCEPTION 
OF LIGHTNESS 
The perception of lightness ilh1stra.tes the multiple processes involved 
in the perception of even relatively simple visual attributes. Lightness is 
the attribute of a surface tl1a.t varies from black to gra.y to \V]Jite. Light-
nc:::s constancy is the h~11dency for the lightness of a. surface to remain 
constant with changes in illumination and the juxtaposition of snrfa.C(1S. 
The perception of liglltlle.ss depends on the efl'ects of adaptation: con-
trast: assimilation: contours: fignre-ground: grouping: depth a.nd illumi-
na.timL '.l.'he perception of lightness i:-; a function of both stimulus energy 
(lumina.Jlce) a.nd s1.im11lus information (figural unity: figure-ground: illn-
miiiat.ion: etc.). 
3.1 SENSORY, ORGANIZATIONAL, AND 
COGNITIVE PROCESSES 
Bed;. [1 :1] categori:r:ccl the processes relevant to lightness perccptio.n 
under the general rubrics of 1'se11sory'': 1'orga.nb:ationa.Jll, and "inferen-
tiaP. There is 110 a.ccepted tennhwlogy. Roughly the same hiera.rcl1y 
of processes has been descrihed as "low··levd": "mid-]eveP': and "high-
lever' and as ''sensory)': "perceptual'' and '\:ognit.ive". These terms will 
be used here interchangeably. 
Sensory processe::; or low-level processes transform the pattern of reti-
na.! luminances into a neural pattern that <~ncodes important intensity 
changes. Neighboring intensities facilitate and suppress the neura.1 ac-
tivity through excitation and inhibition. Light a.da.ptation a1Hl sinml-
taneous contrast describe psychophysically tlw effects of these inten1c-
tions. Light adaptation adjusts visual sensitivity to the overall light 
level. Contrast computes a measure of relative luminance. Since r<)la.tive 
luminance rmna.ins constant with overall changes in illumination: con-
trast may yield approximate Hghtneso constancy with global changes in 
illmnina.tion [a6, 611]. Adaptation and contrast have been studied exten-
sively psychophysically, pl1ysiologicaJly, a.nd by computational modeling 
[31' 16, 60, 109]. 
The processes of adaptation and contra.st that yield lightness con-
stancy with global changes in illumination oppose constancy of lightness 
with local changes in illumination: and changes in background or j11xta-
position to other surfaces [1~3]. Under ordinary circumstances: however: 
lightness constancy is not greatly impahcd. Perceptual or mid-level 
processes tlla.t recover surface attributes maintain lightness conota.ncy. 
Fa.c\ors such as form [GG], grouping [105] and depth [81] modify liglrtneso 
perception in the direction of constancy. For exmnple: they equali;.:e con-
trast within a contoured a.rca and within a. figure-ground orga.nit,a.tion 
such as in the Benussi r.ing [87L the VVerthcirner-Benary cross [I:JL and 
tire vVhite effect [112]. 
Tlw Benussi rh1g nicely illustrates the existence of processes tha.t 
equa.lit,e contrast df'ects within contours. VVhcn a. gray ring is placed 
on a half-black a.ml half-white background; tlw lightness diff'erencc re-
sulting from contrast is slight. If a border divides the ring., hmvever; a 
marked contrast dif!'erence appears. 'l'he part of the ring on the white 
background appl:a.rs darker them the part of the ring on the black back-
ground. The lightness difl'ercnce between the two half-rings is a func-
tion ol' the properties of the boundary dividing the ri11g. Benna.H and 
Leibowitz [28] fouml that the difference in the ligMness of tlw tvv·o half-
rings increa.sed as the width of the botmda.ry separating the two halves 
incrmtsed. Anden;on, Pine and Rosenfeld [5] found that the perceived 
lightness difference is affected not only by the actual separation of the 
two half ri11gs but by the apparent separation between t.lw parts of the 
ri11g. The a.ppea.ra.nce of separation between parts of the figure enha.no~s 
contrast. 
'J'he Henussi df'eet shows the importance of borders for the perception 
of lightness. 'flw decreased or enha.m:ed lightness induced at luminance 
discontim1ities spreads out to the shape outlined by the co11tours. Con-
stant lumina.11ce or hue _is redundant information and is not encoded by 
the visual system [73]. By eliminating ihc n.>.<hmda.ncy in intensjty a.nd 
hue informa.Uon: the visual system prov.ides a.n economical description 
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of a scene. Grossberg and colleagues have developed the idea. that light-
ness and hue a.re specified only at contours into a. general computa.tlona.l 
theory of how lightness <:l.lld shape are enco<l<:d by the visual system 
[19, 50, 51]. 
Cognitive or high-level processes refer to the effects of expectation: 
mea.ning and inference. Two common examples are the efl'ect of illumi-
nation cues and the eff<~ct of memory color. The Gelb exp<:riment illus-
trates the efTect. of illumination cues on perceived lightness. In Gdbls 
experiment: the beam of a. projection la.11tem was focused on a. blad; 
disk. Observers reported seeing a. dim white disk in the general i1lumi-
nation of the room. VVhen a. small piece of white paper was held in front 
of the disk to intercept the hea.m of tlH; projection lantern: the percept 
dramatically changed. The disk was now seen as black and the paper 
as white. Both were seen a.s bright in strong illumi11ation. Gelb argued 
tl1a.t the disk changed from a. wca.Jdy illuminated white to a. strongly 
i11uminated black because the white paper visuaJly indicated that the 
disk was strongly a.nd not weaJdy il1umimtted. There is: }ww<:WCI\ a con-
founding bdw<:(m ii1fonna.tion that the disk is under a strong special 
illumination and the presence of a. new high intensity in the Gelh ex-
periment. Cha.ng(!S in perceived lightness may therefore have resulted 
from contrast effects rather from_ information about the illumillaiion. 
Beck [I 2] conducted a.n experiment in which a. slw.dow \Vas used to give 
the impresoion that a snrfa.ce was strongly illuminated. Observers sa.\v 
the illuminated portion of tJw black surface in the shadow condition a.s 
darker. The fact t.ha.t. a shadow gave rise to t1w perception of a. darker 
color cannot be explained by ligh1.Jwss contrast .. 
The perception of lightness is the result of the combined effects of 
sensory: perceptual and cognitive processes. Low-level sen wry processes 
encode relative and a.bsoh1te luminaiJces. l'vlid-level organizational pro·· 
cesses involve the effects of tho geometric aspects of a. visual scene such 
as figure-ground: depth: and contour and surface completion. They may 
also involve processes of disambiguation. Perceptual information is often 
ambiguous ami disambiguation is twcessary. H.osenfeld [0·1] proposed an 
a.pproa.ch he called "rclaxa.tiotl'' for dba.mh.igua.t.ing percepts. Relaxation 
eliminates possible interpretations by applying coJJstra.ints to neig]Jbcn-
ing pa.rt.s of a.n image. Disambigua.tio11 may a.lso involve a. Pra.egnan;, 
prh1ciple or a. tendency for the visua.l system to encode the sirnplest. pos-
sibility consistent witl1 the stimulus COlldit.ions. AHnea.ve [G] suggested 
that the visual system fa.ils to follow a.n overall principle of Praegna.n;r, 
but seeks unifonnity of specific properties such as length: or.ientation: 
coplanarity and so fort.]l. The visua.l system ma.y a.lso seek uniformity of 
!ightm~ss consist<:nt with the stimulus information. Beck [t:3] proposed 
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that organizational and inf<:)rcntial processes determine whetlH!r a change 
in the mmra.l correlates of luminance represents a change in lightness or 
a change in illumination. Knill and Kersten (71] report that a luminance 
gradient is seen as a difference in the lightness of the two halves of a S1Jr-
fa.ce when the bounding contours of t1w surface lead to the perc<:~ption of 
the surface as planar. However: the difference in the pern~ived lightness 
of the two halves of the surface disappears when the bounding contours 
ma.kc the surface appear curved. A change in luminance is seen as a 
cha.nge in lightness whc_n the surfa.cc is seen as plaua.r because this is 
the sirnplest or most likely interpretation. The perception of a constant 
surface lightness and a. varying illumination when the surface ls seen as 
curved is either b<:)Cause of a tendency to minim.ize lightness changes or 
because tl1is is the most. likely cause of the intensity change. It is impor-
tant to point out that there is no obligatory or precise co11pling betvv·een 
the perceptions of illumination and lightness. Heck [l~q has shown that 
in rnany instances the perceptions of illuminatioJJ and lightness a.re not 
coupled in a. one~to-one relation: as implied by theories in which the 
visual system ca1cula.tes surfa.ce reflectance. 
3.2 RECOVERING REFLECTANCE 
The hierarchy of processes affecting the perception of lightness keeps 
surface lightness approximately constcwt \Vith ch_anges iu global and lo-
cal illurnination and changes in the luminances of neighboring surfaces. 
But the;;e processes do not explicitly compute reflectance and do not m~c­
essa.rily lead to a. veridical _perception of lightness. For example: as men-
tioned above: contrast computes a m_ea.sure of relative lumina.nn~ rather 
than reflectance and may yield constancy in \vha.t Beck [l~lJ called dark-
room settings. The visual surface with the highest luminance is i'leen 
a.s w]Jit.e with the lightncsses of other surfaces determined by their rda.-
tive luminances. VVhen the rdlectances of the surfaces do 11ot cover the 
complete range of reflecta.nces from wl1it() to bla.ck; tlw correspondence 
lwt\veen 1Jw perception of liglltness and reflectcwce is not h1 accordance 
with that in daylight vision. An alternative view is that cornputa.tional 
algorithms for the perception of lightness are bas(~cl on recoverlng sur-
face reflectance (5a: 58: 5~)~ 711]. 'J'he computation a.] problem of lightness 
constancy is formulated in terms of how the visual system is able to 
decompose the prod net of illumina.nce X reflectance and recover there-
flectance' of a snrfa.ce (e.g., the albedo hypothesis of Helmholb [5:3]). 
To perceive l.ight.Iwss: the visuaJ system determines a lightness transfer 
function that discounts illnmina.t.ion; overlying transparent layers; and 
other viewing conditiolls [1]. 
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3.3 ONE-STAGE THEORIES OF LIGHTNESS 
As mentioned a.bove: there have been attempts to simplify the compu-
ta.tiona.l problem in perception by formulating single-stage theodes. For 
the pern.~ption of lighilH::ss: the attempt to do so has been based on the 
basic idea. that perceived lightness correlates with 1JH.~ luminance ratio of 
a target relative to a reference level [51. 72. 108]. Edson [54]JHOposed 
that perceived lightness correlates \Vith the luminance of a surface a.nd 
a. wdghted average of luminances in the entire field that he called the 
adaptation level. A problem is that not all luminances in a field cn-
t<:r cqua.lly into determining the adaptation level. The weights are not 
specified and remain parameters to be determined. How successfully the 
adaptation fonnula is able to effectively sumn1ari:r,e the cli-ITcring effects 
of contrast and adaptation remains unclear [~W: (Yl]. However: it is clear 
that it does not take into a.ccount the non-uniform illumination of a 
field. The ada.ptation level formula. for lightness holds only if a se<mc is 
perceived to he uniformly illuminated. VVhen a snrfa.ce is perceived as 
shadowed: the perceived lightness is not determin<xl by the lmnina.nc<; 
of the surface relative to the adapta.tion level luwinance [f>:3]. 
;\ singJe .. stage theory taking .into account the eff<,:ct:; of perceptual 
orga.ni%a.tion a.11d m1equa.l illumination has bce.11 formulated by Gilchrist 
a1Hl coworkers [11"1]. Tlwy proposed a. one-stage theory to accmmt for the 
perception of lightness a.nd ha.ve a.ppliC'.d it ingeniolll:>ly to a large number 
of .lightness ilHlnction: assimila.tio11 <tnd constancy phenomena. As pro-
posed by Koffka [72] and Wallach [lOB], the theory makes the perception 
of the lightness of a surface a function of its luminance ratio relative to 
an andwr that is perceived ;-u; white. The anchor is llsna.lly the ma.xi·· 
m11m lnmina.nce in the framework aHhoug;h it ca.n a.lso be a. function of 
surface area.. An im.porta.nt. novel idea of the theory is that a. s11rface may 
bdong to more tl1an one framework. A second novel aspect of the the-
ory is that area. is treated like luminance and a.ff'ects the surface chosen 
as the anchor. 'flw perceived lightness of a. surface is a. weighted aver-
age of its lightnesses determined by the different frameworks to which 
it belongs. A key problem is giving <t precise definition to the COJlCept 
of ("helongingness~). Bow t1H) different perceptual frameworks a..re esta.b-
lished is critica.l for explaining the many complex interadions bet\veen 
the perceptions of light.IH~ss 1 depth~ orientation: and transparency. The 
concept had previously been introduced by Kofl'ka. [72]: Kardos [67] a.nd 
Flock and N·usinowit% [~n]. Tiwy too used the ccmcept to specify the 
relevant Jumina.ncc ra.tios for calcnlat.ing perceived light1wss. Koffka and 
Kardos took the ra.t.ios of surfaces perceived to lie .in the same plane 
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and Flock and Nusinowitz took the ratios of surfaces perceived to be 
illuminated commonly. 
Gilchrist also suggests that lightness efl(;cts can be accounted for with-
out invoking perceived ilhnnination except as it affects the frammvork 
to which a surface belongs. Howev<-~r: mumination cues appear to affect 
lightness perception wlwn they do not obvim1sly change the framework 
to which a. surface belongs [11: 13]. Gilchrist is aware that his model does 
not a.dequately account for the rdationohip bei\vecn lightness and per-
ceived i1luminatio11. Onc-sta.ge theories are aJso incomplete in tha.t they 
are one-dimensional and do not account for the perception of brightness. 
There is exper.imcnta.l evidence that an achromatic surfa.ce color is bidi-
rnensionaJ [1_1: a?: 55]. An achromatic surfa.ct'. color varies in lightm~ss: 
i.e.: from white to gray to bla.ck: and varies in brightness: i.e;.: from bright 
to dim. In the experiment of Gelh [·10] the introchH".tion of the small bit 
of \vhitc paper chrmged the appea..rance of the disk not <mly from \vhite 
to black but also from a. dim surface to a bright surface. Beck [9] found 
that the apparent lllmnina.tion of t]w disk in the Gelb effect is greatly 
ii1Ilucmced by the brightness of the area seen a.s \V]Jitc. '.fhe perceived il-
]umina.tion of a. surface is strongly influenced by the intensity of the area. 
seen as white cwd by the inten:;;ii.y of _highlights [7: 8: :37]. Sch.irillo and 
Shewell [101] report that apparent illum_imt.tion a.fl'ects percdvcd bright-
llCi-lS. VVhdher Ow brightness of a surfa.cc a.nd the apparent intc11Hity of 
the ilhLmina.tion are separate plwnom<-ma. or the same\ a.s ;;uggestcd by 
1\ofrka [72], is unclear. 
4. MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS: 
VISUAL SEGREGATION 
The reprc:senta.tio11 of information for rapid sponta.neous visual segrQ-
ga.t.ion ha.s been extensively ;;tudied [26]. Beck [15] proposed that rapid 
spontaneous visual segregation is based 011 the computa.tim1 of stimulus 
difl(~r(mcns. These differ<-'nces a.n~ computed on three different stinm-
lus representations: (1) the point (pixel) intensities in a. patten1: (2) 
the properties of pattern dements: a.nd 0) the preattentive gronping of 
pattern element:;; [17]. 
4.1 SPATIAL FILTERING 
H.osenfcdd [9a] proposed that the spontaneous and immediate segre-
gation of a visnal field into regions occurs indepe1Hlently of higJier .. order 
cognitive processes. Beck: Sntter a.nd lvry [25] hypot1w;.;i;;;ed that dif-
ferences in the outp11ts of relatively early c;pa.tia.l fihcri11g mechanisms 
operating on pixel intensities provide information for region segrega.Uon. 
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Such mechanisms encode differences in spatial-frequency content prior 
to Ow specification of element shapes and their propertks. Thus the per-
ceived similmity of clement shapes [1 0] and of lightness [20] fails to pre-
dict perceived segregation. Perceived segregation is also not predicted 
by the perceived similarity of the hues in chromatic texture patterns. 
Opponent cha.1mel diH'erences computed from cone contrasts pn~dict the 
perceived segregation of texture patterns tha.t differ in hue [86]. 
lviacLcod a.nd Rosenfeld [77] proposed a model of vision in w]lich the 
spedra.l ana.ly~:crs \VCre ba.r detecting units ha.v.ing a. spatial extent of 
two or three cycles. They snggested such bar detecting units in place of 
a F'ourier spectral n~presentation of an image. A similar model of early 
visual detectors i11volving Ga.bor filters was propos(:~d by VVatson [110]. 
The precise shape of the kernel turns out to be unimportant. For tlw 
segregation of texture r<)gions: numerous investigators have show11 that 
differences in two-dimensional spatia.l-frequency content or 1 equiva.lcJltly: 
diffcrenn~s in the way textures stimulate unoriented (<-).g. Difference of 
Gauosian: DOG) or oriented (e.g.: Ga.bor) filters: account for how \vel] 
texture regions perceptually :::;egregatc (e.g.: [25: 27: 38:-15: 117: 78 1 HH 1 
106]). Region segrega.tio11 cannot be expla.ined solely in terms of linear 
operations: and the application of spat.ia.l-frcquency a.na.lysis to texbre 
segregation involves a.t least compression a.nd rediJica.tion nonlinearities 
['15, '17]. 
4.2 PATTERN FEATURES 
Visua.l segregation may be based on pa.Hern features as well as on 
spatial-frequency content. Region segregation: for example: is ba.sed on 
fea.turc differences when there are 110 differences in the spatial co.nt.ent 
of two regions [.19]. Beck [.1 :J] studied the segregation of t\VO randomly 
interspersed elements into two groups. The segregation of a display iJJt.o 
two groups is an example of pure similarity grouping. The displays are 
repres(·:nta.tive of a.n important. type of segregation in which there are 
no boundaries bet\veen regions. Beck [15] reported that segregation O<> 
curred strongly on the basis of differences in simple properties of the 
pattern <-:lements snell a.s brightness: color; si;,c: a.nd the orient.at.io.11s of 
llnes of figures. lvlore complex diffenmces such as differences in the a.r-
ra.ngement. of lii1es of a figure or in the orient.a.tio.11 of a figure that leaves 
the slopes of the component liiJes the same (l.id not prochH.~e ::;trong seg· 
regation. Beck: Graham; and Sutter [20] showed tha.t the segregatim1 
of a randomly interspersed population of light. a.nd dark ::;quares into 
two groups is not expla.im1..ble by the differential stimulation of spatial-
frequency a.na.lyzers. They showed that the rek~va.nt. variable for visna.l 
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segregation ba.sed on pattern features is perceived lightness: while the rel-
evant varia.ble for the segregatim1 of patterns based on spa.tia.l-frequeJlCy 
content is contrast. Since the two element types in a popuh1tion pat-
tern are randomly distributed: filtering can only determine that two 
types of elements are pn~w:nt; without assuring the perception of two 
coherent groups of elements. Rosenfeld [97) suggests that the perception 
of hvo groups depends on the detection of bimodality. He describes a 
pyramid-based technique that directly detects bimoda.lHy rapidly with-
out computing a histogram. 
Bimodality is a. global property. The detection of global properties is 
a.n incompldely understood aspect of the biological visual system. The 
Gestalt. psychologists proposed a. field model to explsjn locaJ~globa.l inter-
adions. Rosenfeld and colleagues [95] have ii1troduccd a class of tech-
niques for computing global properties known as pyramid algorithms. 
Algorithms arc implemented on a pyramid of procet;son; in which each 
higher level of t1JC pyramid looks at the level below it. The first level 
looks a.t its immediate neighbort'i: the second level looks at its immediate 
neighbors at. the first level: and so on. Tlms: the interadions arc always 
loca.l but encompcu;s larger and la.rgcr areas of the ima.gc. 'f_he pyramid 
a.rchitecture mimics the finding in hiologica.l visual systems that recep-
tive fields become larger at higher levels of the visna.l system. Pyr.a.mid 
irna.gc representations provide the capability or ra.pidly detecting and 
extracting global strndurcs such as smooth curves from a. background 
of short. curves [98] a.ncl groupings based on simila.rity: proximity: good 
continuation: and closure [95]. A familiar but unexpected object ca.n 
be recogni:-;ed in a fraction of a second using pyra.mids [96]. A pyramid 
model also accounts for the effects of si;-;c: relative precision and eccen-
tricity on the recognition of whether sha.pes a.re til<) same or differ [DO). 
4.3 PREATTENTIVE GROUPING 
Visual segregation may also b(~ based on Btimuh1s differenws result-· 
ing from the grouping ol'pa.ttcrn elements. Grouping involves a diversity 
of mechanisms that operate at ma11y Jeve]s of representation [l 7: 11 :3]. 
Rapid spontaneous segrega.tion occurs from the preatteJJtive grouping of 
oriented elements like lines and bars. Beck: Prazdny: and Ros(:nfeld [·L~) 
found tha.t the segregation of upright and inverted U\; d(~pends on the 
grouping of the bases of the U figures and is not explainable by dipole 
sta.th;t.ics or differences in spa.tial-l're(j1JC11CY cont.exlt. [16]. Bed:.: Rosen-
feld: and lvry [2-'l] shmv(:d that the segregation of a. line-like pattern 
corn posed of discrete elements in a backgrmmcl of distractors cannot he 
explained by differences in the m1tputs of Ga.hor filters. Lhw segregation 
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is based on element grouping that hi affected by stimnh1s features such 
a.s edge alignment: edge length: and principal axis orientation. There-
sults indicate that line segregation is a function of edge grouping. Field: 
lh1ycs: and Il<')SS [35] have also shown that the perception of "curved 
paths 1' in their CXlH)Jitnents cannot be ascribed to filtering; instead: they 
suggest that a grouping process is responsible for "path determination". 
Their "association ftclcP' hypothesis bears close similarities to the co-
operative bipole mechanism of Grossberg and l'vlingolla. [19: 50] and to 
the criteria. for grouping edges according to "rela.tability'' advanced by 
Kellman and Shipley [69]. The immediate segregation of aligned lines 
a.ml contours l1a.s a.lso been studied in [30: 102]. A model tl1at suggests 
hmv the vis11al system groups ima.gc contrasts has been presented by 
Grossberg a.nd l\1ingolla. [49, 50] a.s part of a. g<::nera.l model of how the 
visual systern groups edges: textur<)B 1 a.nd shading. 
5. MULTIPJ,E SOURCES OF 
INFORMATION: PERCEPTION OF 
TRANSPARENCY 
Biological vision combines in a. flexible way multiple sources of in-
formation that a.re not always consistent. The perceptual ::;ystem deals 
with conflicting information in three ways. First: a group of nws can 
Bimply overrule a. conflicting cue. If you reverse the left and right ima.ges 
of a face in a :::t.ereogra.rn, the nose i:::; ::;till seen to protrude. Familiar-
ity overrides the i11format.ion provided by binocular disparity that the 
nose is receding. Seccmd, the percoptua.l system GlJt a.lten1a.te bet\veen 
the con-flicting cues. This re::;ults in nnlltista.bility in wl1ich two percepts 
alt.enJa.t.{\ as in 1.Jw perception of a.mbignou,s figures that give rise to a.l-
tenla.te percepts. '.J.'hird 1 the vismtl systern compromises. ln looking a.t 
a picture of a receding road: the perspective cues indicat<; that the road 
is _parallel to t.be line of sight. 1\.Jotion parallax and disparity indicate 
that the road is perpendicuhtr to the line of sigl1t. 011e genera.lly sees 
a compromise in which the road .is seen receding at. an intennedia.te an-
gle, e.g., iJ5 degrees to the line of sight. The integrative nature of 1JH:: 
perceptual process is illustrated by the perception of tra.nspa.rency with 
moving and st.a.tiona.ry ima.ges. 
5.1 PLAID PATTERNS 
VVlten two moving gratings are superimposed to form a. plaid patt<~rn: 
the perceived motion of Uw pla.id pattern can be coherent or incoherent. 
ill coherent motim1 1 the compone11t gratings move together as a. si11glc 
object. In incolwrent. motion~ the component gra.ti11gs move indepen-
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dcntly. Transparency is then perceived; one grating is seen through the 
other. For plaid patterns seen through an a.pcrtur<\ the intersection of 
the two gratings comprising a plaid pattern form intersections that a.ct 
as features whose motions can be tracked. \Nl1en fea.tures arc :Jalicnt: 
feature-tracking signals capture the motions of the lines to which they 
belong [75]. \Nhen features are not salient: perceived global motion may 
be biased toward the vector average or tmvard the intersection of the 
COllStra.ints. In vector averaging: the pla.id pattern is seen to move in 
the direction of the vector average of the normal components of the 
plaid pattern [S.1]. In intersection of constraints: the _plaid pattern is 
seen to move in the din\ction of the h1tersection in velocity space of the 
constraint lines of the p.la.id components [2] . 
.Ja.sinschi: Rosenfeld and Sumi [Gl] proposed a model that combines a 
feature tra.ckh1g scheme with intersection of com;tra.ints to <:~xpla.in mo-
ti011 tra11Sparency a.nd coherence. The model uses a velocity histogram 
tha.t combh1es votes from the velocities of features snch as corners and 
line endil1gs with those from the intersections of a.ll possible con;:;traint 
Jines due to the motion of image contours. The perception of motion 
transparency or coherence depends on the total mnnher of prominent 
peaks in the velocity histogram a.nd on their relative heights. For two 
superimposed patterns in relativ(~ tra.nsla.tionalmotion one perceives mo-
tion coherenc<\: tra.JJspa.reJlCY: or mixed motion depending 011 whether 
the velocity histogram is unimodal: bimodal: or trimodal. The model 
succeeds in explaining motion tra.nspa.rency as well as the bistahility of 
motion t.ra.n::;parency and coherence in plaid displays. Viswana.than [1 07] 
presents an alternative mode~] of how t1Je visual systelll integrates mul~ 
tiple source::; of information in perceiving globa.l motion. 
5.2 ACHROMATIC PATTERNS 
The integration of multiple information source:':i also occurs in the 
perception of tra-nsparency in s1.a1.iomtry irna.ge::;. J\:let.elli [82] proposed 
two constraints to account for the perception of transparency in achro-
matic patterns. These constraints were derived from a phy::::ical model 
of transparency using physical or psychophysica.l variables such as re-
flectance or hnnimmce. ]n Figure l.la.~ let A and B be opaque surfa.ces 
<lJHl D a transparent surface. (Lmverca.::;e letters in Figure l.la. indicate 
regions of differing illten::;it.y.) Constra.int (i) is a restriction on the or·· 
der of the intensities: if a > b: then d > C: a.nd if a < b: then c < d. 
(\mstra.int (ii) is a restriction on the ma.gnitucks of' the intensities: the 
<:tbsolutc diffcrm1ce Ia- blmust lw greater than the absolute difTen~nce 
lc-dl. According to IV1etelli 1s COJlst.ra.int (i): transparency is sce11 only if 
A 
' b 
' 
D 
h 
c d 
Fiyun 1.1 (a) Upper-case letters arc surfaces ;md lower-case letters are regions. (b) 
Stimulus crlba. sati~:dies 1\'fetelli's order restrict-ion for seeing surface D as <l transparent 
surface overlying surfaces l3 a.nd A or surface B as a transparent. surface overlying 
surfaces D and A. (c) Stimulus cdab satisfies i\:Jetelli's order restriction for seeing sm-
face Bas a transparent. surface overlying smfaccs J) and A but violates the rest-riction 
for ~>e<~ing surface D as a transparent surface ov<:rlyiug surfaces B and A. (d) Stimulus 
end/; violates l\'letelli's order restriction for seeing either Sllrface J) or surface B as a 
transparent surface. 
the polarity of contrast changes .is consistent across a surfa.ce boundary. 
Tlms: in Figure Lta.~ if the bottom surfa.ce (D) is seen as transpa.re_ni: 
the direction of contra.st. between regions a and b ha.s to be consistent 
with the direction of contrast between regions d and c. If in Figure 1.1 a 
A and D are opaque surfaces and B a. trannpareni surfau\ then the di-
rection of contrast between regions a and d has to -lx; consistent with 
the direction of contrast between regions band c. 'IJ1e lower-case letter::; 
in Figure l.la. designa.ting regions arc used in referring to the patterns 
in Figures 1.1 b-el. In Figure l.lb: cdba~ the pattern of polarities of 
umtra.sts iB consistent with seeing either tlw top (B) or the bottom (D) 
our face as transparent. '.l'lw order of the let tcrs ind ica.tes increasing light-
ness values from lowest to highest. In Figure l.lc~ cdab: the polarities of 
contrasts arc consistent with seeing the top surface (B) as tra.nspa.rent 
but not the bottom surface (D). ln Figure l.lcl: cadb: the polarities of 
contrasts are inconsistent with s<~eing either the bot tom or top surface 
as transparent. 
Beck., Prazdny~ and lvry [22] distinguished bd\vcml wha.t they called 
"weak 1' and "strong)) violations of tlle order and magnitude restrictions. 
I11 a strong violation of the onkr restrictioll: the polarities of contra-siB 
are inconsistent a.cross boi11 contours of an x-junction (Fignre l.l d). For 
strong violations: the perception of transparency does not occur. ln a 
weak violation of the order restriction the polarities of contrasts arc in-
consistent a.cross one of the boundaries of an x-junction but not across 
the otlwr bou11cla.ry (Figure 1 . .! c). For \Veak violations: although they 
are inconsistent with physical instances of transp<:-l.rency: perception of 
transparency still occurs: though it is markedly reduced. Stimulus pat-
terns cadb (Figure .l.lcl) and cdab (Figure l.lc) botb violate tbe Metelli 
order constra-int (i). Beck: Prazdny1 <:l.lld Ivry [22] found that _no sn bjects 
saw s1Hfa.ce D as transparent in stimuh1s cadb (a strong violation) but 
that 1~~ of 21 saw surface D as transpare_nt in stimulus crlub (a weak 
violation). lvlasin a.nd Fukuda [79] a.lso found thai ille perception of 
transparency occllrs for wea.k violations of the order constraint. 'J'hai 
is: the perception of transparency is reducc:d: but still ocuns: when the 
polarities of contrasts are inconsistcmt across a surface boundary ln1i are 
consistent across the bounda.ry between the tra.llspa.rent s1Jrface and the 
opaque Sllrfaces. 
T_he perception of tra.nspanmcy with the pattern cdab ilh1stra.tes the 
problem of integrating conflicting informa.tio11. 'Ihe global configuration 
in Figure::> l.la--d suggests overlapping surfaces. For some subjects; the 
strong figural cues prevail over the inconsistency in loca.l coJlira.si and 
they see surfaceD in Figure l..!c as transparent. The inconsistency in 
the contrast changes across the x-junct.ion is reinterpreted as a cha.nge 
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in the liglJtness of the underlying opa.que surface or in the dcn~Hy of 
the transparent layer) or is ignored. For other subjects, the conflicting 
contrast cues ca.llSC the pattern to be seen as not transparent. There 
are limits to the visual system\; ability to ignore contradictions. No 
obs(_~rvers saw pattern carib as transparent. To do so \vould require seeing 
an overlapping transparent filter differing in density and an mHlerlying 
opaque surface differing in lightness. This docs not appear possible. 
5.3 CHROMATIC PATTERNS 
The perception of transparency with chromatic colors indicates that 
transparency perception can involve different mechanisms. ivlctclli [82] 
proposed that scissiouing of the overlapping color is the ba.Bis of trans-
pan.:}llCY and is a consequence of processes that decompose an image into 
ca.usa.l contributors. For cxa.mpk\ the mccha.11isnt underlying the scis-
sioning of an orange 1nw into red and yellow hues may require the firing 
of cells that respond both to red a.nd orange and yellow and ora11ge. 'l'lle 
perception of transparency may a.lso occur: hmvever: for hues that a..rc 
not explainable in terms of a scissioning mechanism. For example 1 ob-
servers indicakd that what \Vas seen \vith a figure similar to Figure _\.I a. 
\Vith a.rea a bla.ck 1 area bred: area c orange, and area d blue is an orange 
hue through a blue transpa.nmt layer (d plus c) or a.n orange hue through 
a. red tra.nsparent layer (b plus t) [70]. In this instance the hue of the 
overlapping region is not scissi(med. An explanation of the perception 
of transparency j;.; that region d or b is completed by the visual system 
when they are swm at differing depths from region c. The lllle in region 
c does not cli~a.ppea.r but may be seen vcridicaJly. "'When region d i:-1 seen 
as overlying region c one may see an orange snrface through a. blue veil. 
VVhen region b is seell an overlying region cone ma.y see an orange surfa.ce 
through a. red veil. Thus, another possible mechanism for the perception 
or tra.nspa.rency is that the hue of tlw overla.ppillg region is pa.rtia.Jly or 
totally inhibited and thn hues of the adjacent 11011-overlapping rq~i011S 
flow into the two regions demarcated by the overlapping regio11 bound-
aries a.t the different represented depths. Beck a.nd Ivry [21] proposed 
that the perccptioJl of tra.nspare11cy could occur with and wit1wut scis-
sioning oft he lightness of the overlapping area.. VVhcn scissioning ocn1 rs 1 
the overla.pping lightness is not seen and is split into the lightnesses of 
the non-overlapping a.rea.s [21, 22]. VVhen the perceptiOll of transparency 
occurs without scissioning; the lightness of the overlapping region ma.y 
not lw altered. One sees the lightness of region d througl1 the lightness 
of regim1 c or vice versa.. 
6. IMPENETRABILITY 
'Ihe view that cognitive process<::s can ilrflucnce pern:ption has been 
cha.llengcd. Ka.niz;sa [65]: for example; presents evidenu~ tha.t a.modaJ 
completion occurs in terms of geometric regula.ritics such as the good 
continuation of contoun:> 1 despite tlw absurdity of the completion in 
terms of our past experience. He interprets his examples as showing 
that "<:11ltochthonous factors of perceptua.J organization'; can override 
past experience. An a.Jtmna.tive interpretation is that past experience 
with formal or genera.l properties of objects such a.s the continuity of 
surface contours ovcnidcs past <)XpcrieJlCC or familiarity with particular 
objects [1.3). The Gestalt la1vs of groupi11g can be ilJtcrprctecl as express~ 
ing general properties of objects snch as uniforrnity, compactness, and 
smoothness [93]. Pylyshyn [92] proposed that t]Jese regularities arc em-
bodied as constraints by the visua.l system and do not reflect the effect 
of cognitive processes 011 perception. He argues tha.t cognitive informa-
tion per se docs not <:~.ffect perception. lvlea.nings and expectations do 
not a.ffect perception tmless they ha.ve bem1 internaJized as constraints 
by visna.l processes. 
The modeling of perception wmlld he simplified if cogniUve factors 
could be ruled out.. Low-level opera.ticms h1 hmna.n vision such as segmen-
tation a.nd the perception of edges, Jines and angles appear to he largely 
independent of purposive fa.ctors [93]. Rosenfeld [99L however: suggests 
that cognitive information about individual objects affects recognition. 
Peterson a.ncl Gibson [SD] have shown that figure-ground perception is 
influenced by whether the shape of a region is a familiar or meaning-
ful objN:L S11 hjeds perceived the meaningful regions for longer periods 
of time in displays in \vhich mw region \Vas meaningful a.nd the other 
was JlOL The depe1Hhmce of the perception of shape on lmv-: mid- and 
high- level processes is easily demonstra.ted. Shape perc<~ption depe11ds 
on the extraction of edges. In Figure 1.2a., one can see a. shape wlwn 
only some edges or lines are present. Edges in tlwmselves, however: 
are not sufficiellt to define a shape. Figure 1.2b shows that ;-;hape also 
depends on figure-ground orga.niza.tion or on \Vhdher ih<~ contour _is a 
bmmdi11g edge of the face~ or of tlw va.se. Figure 1..2c shows that <:t par-
ticula.r figure-ground organi;;,ation is not sufficient to define a. figure. In 
all instances the lines make up th0: figure, but different shapes can be 
seen depending on how the lines a.re grouped. For example, one e<:Ul see 
two adjacent hourglasses) upright and inverted overlapping tria.ng1es: or 
two overlapping parallelograms. Figure l.2cl shows that the perceptio11 
of a shape depends not only on hO\V the lines a.re grouped but on how 
tJwy a.re intcrpret<:~d. '_I.'he figure can be seen a.s either a. rabbit or a duck 
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depending on whether the left or dght parts of t]Je drawing arc seen as 
the front or the back of a. head. Altering the interpretation leaves tlw 
"figure-ground relations and the grouping of Jines uncha.Ilgecl. 
(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 
Fignrc 1.2 lllustrat.ions showing the efrecls on the j)(!t"cep\.ion of shape of (a) subjec-
tive contours, (b) figure-gronnd, (c) alt.erJJ<ltivc groupings, and (d) a\t.ernative inter-
pretations. 
The phmwmenon of appa.rent motion illustrates the difficulty of spec-
ifying tl10 conditions in which cognitive factors influence perception. 
Beck~ ElsiWI': and Silverstein ["!8] studied the perception of apparent 
movement when the second of L\vo successive stimuli always appeared 
in the sante position a.nd whe11 it varied randomly between two posi-
tiom;. Foreknmvledge of the positi011 of the second stimuhJS does not 
facilitate the perception of <:tppa.rent movenwni. The spa.ce-tinw rda ... 
tionship of Koriels third law of appa.rent movement wa.s not affected by 
whether the position of the second stimulus was always the same or va.r-
ied randomly. lvla.nipulations of sha.pe and apparent depth that make 
the motion more likely also failed to affect the direction of apparent 
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motion (a3]. In coJJtra.st 1 the quality of motion \vas afrected by cxpcc-
tatiml. For example: tl1e motion of a. car was perceived to move more 
smoothly than a.11 11nfa.milia.r motion such as the motion of an oval [62]. 
Dawson and Piercey [~~2] suggest that the mea.ning of a stimulus affects 
the quality of perceived motion but fails to affect the perceived direction 
of motion. Under some conditions: however: knowledge docs affect the 
direction of perceived motion. Shiffrar and Freyd [103] found that appar-
ent motion does not always follow the shortest path. Observers tended 
to perceive Uw shortest path with short stinndus onset a.synchronies de-
spite violations of anatomical constraints. However: observers perceived 
the anatomicaJly possible but longer pa . ths with longer stimulus onset 
asynchronies. The illfhwncc of inferential processes under longer obser-
vation time \Vas also found in a.modaJ completion: which is a.ccount<~d for 
hy local cues when the exposure duration is short: and is hlflncnced by 
global regularities when the exposure duration is longer [85]. As with 
short tinw scpa.ra.tiom;: the perceived direction of a.ppa.n~11t motion with 
sma.ll spatia.] separations (less than a.bout 0.5 degrees) depended largely 
on stimulus geometry [29]. For larger sp<:ttial sep.a.rations: however: cog-
nitive expectations may iniluence the perceived direction of apparent 
motion. lVlcTkath: Ivlorikawa: and Ka.iser [80): for exa.mpl<\ found with 
larger spat.ia.l separations a bias to see motion in the direction t.ha.t the 
;.;ha.p<~s face when the shapes were faces and geometric figures like ar-
rows: but 110t when the shapes were letters. It j::; not easy to precisely 
characterize cognitive influences on perception. 
7. SUMMARY 
This chapt.m described the multiple processes in the perception of 
lightness; the 11mltiple representations in visual segregation 1 and the 
loca.l-globa.l intera.ctiom; i11 integrating multiple sources of information in 
the perception of tran;.;pa.rency i.11 moving and sL:ttionary displays. 'fhe 
globaJ character of perception derives from the hiera.rchica.l .ilJtegra.t.ion of 
B<msory: perceptuaJ and cognitive processes. Perception ma.y also depnnd 
on mecwing and familiarity as well as on stimulus a.nd configurational 
factors [57]. These characteristics render human vision hig]Jly adaptive 
but a.lso difficult to model computationally. 
Perceptim1 is not ha.sed on a ::;inglc globaJ field-like process as sug--
gested by Gestalt. psychology. lnstecu\ 1 perception involves the intentc-
tion of nmltiple processes a.ml repre::;enta.tions. The percept.ion of light-
ness is the result of mu1t.iple ::;ensory: percept.na.l: and cognitive proce::;ses. 
Perceptual a.nd cognitive processes determine whether a difference in 
luminance i~ seen as a diff'erence in illlllnina.tion: depth: or light11ess. 
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The visual system has also evolved multiple representations for difTercnt 
purposes. Visual segregation can occur in f,{~rms of differences in spa-
tial frequency content: feature differences: or d.iffenmces resulting from 
the grouping of pattern elcmellis. Grossberg [18] presents a. thcoretica.l 
framework for a model in terms of intera.ctl11g processing streams. The 
model is based on the conflicting constraints of biological vision. De-
composition of vision into iti:i component processes and how the visua.l 
system integrates infonna.tion from different processes remains largely 
a.n unsolved problem. 
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